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Adept

Director Ree'Lena “Adept ” Occhestan is a player character played by Charmaylarg.

Ree'Lena
Species & Gender: Lorath (Occhestian) Female

Date of Birth: YE 07
Organization: Nepleslian Arms and Munitions
Occupation: Weapons/ Ship Designer, LSDF Liason

Current Placement: LSDF

Physical Description

A small and unimposing figure like most Occhestians, Adept stands at a short five foot two and weighs
roughly 120 pounds. Shes thin and almost anemic looking with a thin waist, and almost non existant
chest and would be roughly 90 pounds soaking wet if it weren't for the addition of cybernetics. She looks
rather young for her age like most lorath.

Adepts hair is remarkably short to a simple, dyed green pixy cut that parts off to the side. Her skin is a
palish off white and her jawline is tight and sharp and here eyes are a plane blue

Adept contains a small degree of cybernetics including:

Advancer Boost Cardiovascular Supercharger Advancer Iron Bone Enhancement

Personality

Adept is a quiet and soft spoken woman with a tendency to talk to herself when distracted. Shes easily
intimidated and just as quick to scare despite living several years in the loud and personal space
invading land of nepleslia.

She prefers quiet contemplation and simple and short discussion but this doesnt mean that shes anti-
social, Just that shes likely letting her mind wander and is likely losing any grasp on the conversation due
to an inability to think straight as her mind wanders from idea to fleeting idea.

History

Adept was born in YE 07.

Liaison Ree'Lena “Adept” Occhestan has no glourious history of adventure or epic tales. A simple
Occhestan born lorath born and raised in the ways of her clan. A quick learned in the ways and sciences
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of the occhestan however saw adept grow into a young prodigy in the art of weaponsmithing and
weaponized sciences and engineering at a young age for her vocation of study.

During the occhestan secession attempt from the matriarchy Adept was moved to the northern territories
and new home of the ochestan, Where the proximity with groups like the freespacers and nepleslians
brought new examples of weapons and ideas she had not opened her mind to earlier and began a quick
obsession with the retrofitting of non-lorath technology until she could no longer reach any further in her
study without traveling abroad.

Adept traveled first through yamatai, And then to nepleslia where she joined NAM as an assistant and
worked her way up quickly to become an R&D dirrector within a few short years through her work ethic
and devotion to the craft.

Until recently, Adept had never returned home to the lorath territories, Even for the exodus and has
become slightly nervous around her people after spending so long in a different culture.

In YE 41 Adept was sent back to former occhestan space to work as a liaison between the LSDF and NAM
to to research and cooperate in retrofitting nepleslian and lorath technologies.

Skills Learned

Communications1)

Engineering
Mathematics
Humanities
Technology Operations
Knowledge
Domestics
Fighting
Weapons

Inventory & Finance

Adept has the following items:

6,000 DA

Zen Automatic Rifle Compact Type 39, Carbine, Holograhpic sight, Muzzle break, Skeleton stock,
Angles grip.
Styrling Muur Armor
Engineer Arm modified for non PA use.
Na-TK17 Engineer Toolkit
AwesomeCorp DataJockey
Fairy Ai Named “Sam”
MT-G1-1A - Personal Holographic Computer (PHC)
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OOC Notes

In the case Charmaylarg becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Adept
Character Owner Charmaylarg
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

Modern Lorath,Trade, Yamataigo
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